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ABSTRACT

This study compared and contrasted the perceptions of members of a

vegetable marketing cooperative with those of other "knowledgeable" individuals on
the factors they believed contributed to the cooperative's failure.
A case study approach was used to detail the history of the cooperative's

development and to determine individual perceptions of the problems contributing
to the failure. Participants were personally contacted by the author, and were
interviewed using a semi-structured interview technique. Only open-ended questions
were asked to determine these perceptions. When necessary, the author followed

with questions to prompt participants to clarify or elaborate on responses. The
interviews were recorded on audio-cassette tape for ease and accuracy of transcribing

participants' responses. The participants' comments and responses were grouped and
categorized for the purpose of content analysis.

The researcher attempted to survey the entire thirty-eight member population
of the cooperative. In all, the perceptions and observations of thirty-six members are
represented in this study. Ten other individuals were selected to participate in this

investigation based on their level of knowledge pertaining to the cooperative's
development, establishment and operation. These individuals, former managers,

professional advisors and government officials, were classified as "knowledgeables."
Members and knowledgeables perceived that a variety of problems played a

part in the cooperative's failure. These problems were associated with a lack of
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member loyalty, deficiencies with the board of directors and deficiencies with hired

managers. Members and knowledgeables differed in their perceptions of why
members failed to support their cooperative. Members generally blamed their lack

of support on the low returns they received on produce processed through the
cooperative, while knowledgeables related the lack of support to certain member
characteristics and marketing preferences which were inconsistent with the

cooperative's goals. Both groups, however, were in agreement that a lack of member
loyalty, combined with debt created by the cooperative's board of directors, was
primarily to blame for the failure. The combined effects of low volume of produce
and high overhead created by these conditions were overwhelmingly to blame for the
cooperative's downfall.

The specific problems discussed by the individuals who participated in this

study were consistent with those generally associated with cooperative failures cited
in the literature review. This work concludes by offering general recommendations

to assist in efforts to revitalize the cooperative based on the responsibilities held by
members, boards of directors and hired managers in the management of successful
cooperative organizations.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM SITUATION

In September 1992, the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative^ in Bledsoe
County, Tennessee went out of business two packing season after it opened with
much public support. The vegetable marketing Cooperative served as a packaging
and marketing facility for member farmers' vine ripe tomatoes both seasons and
green peppers during the second season. The primary product marketed was
tomatoes. Lack of volume due to a tomato disease called "late blight", the result of

an unusually wet growing season, was blamed for the Cooperative's failure in one
report (Bledsonian Banner, 1992). However, more fundamental difficulties were
found in this analysis.

The Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative had been established by Bledsoe
and Rhea County, Tennessee farmers in an effort to improve their ability to market

their produce in a national vegetable market. Additionally, the enterprise was
conceived as an economic development project by the State of Tennessee that would

boost the local economy by providing new jobs and increased tax revenues. Funding
for the project was partially provided through $400,000 in State grants and matching
funds of eight percent raised through a cooperative membership drive. The project

^Throughout the remainder of this study the Waldens Ridge
Producers Cooperative may be referred to as the Waldens Ridge
Cooperative or as the Cooperative.
1

received further assistance from several local, state, and federal government and

community development agencies. Poor environmental conditions contributed to a
reduction in volume the second season, but this case study investigation indicated

that problems more commonly associated with a neglect of cooperative member and
management responsibilities were largely to blame for the closure of the Cooperative
market.

This introduction is somewhat unique in summarizing the findings from the

investigation. First, the role of cooperatives and the operation of the Waldens Ridge
Producers Cooperative is briefly reviewed. Second, the highlights of a survey of
Cooperative members and "knowledgeables," the professional advisors and others
involved in the Cooperative's establishment and operation interviewed for this study,
are presented. Subsequent chapters detail the results of the survey.

Marketing cooperatives are controlled by a "management triad" composed of
the members,the board of directors and the hired manager. Agricultural cooperative

management is distinguished from other corporations serving farmers because
farmers actually own and utilize the cooperative organization which they establish to

accomplish a collective goal. In general, farmers establish marketing cooperatives
to improve the sale of their produce by joining together to become a larger and more

systematic marketing force. Small agricultural cooperatives often join together with
other similar cooperatives to form a federation of cooperatives. The federation
serves as a central brokerage agency to market member cooperatives' produce to

large volume buyers. The various member cooperatives control the federation by

electing members to a federation board. The Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative
had become a member in this type of federated organization.

Because farmers own and benefit from the cooperative, their responsibility for
the success or failure of the operation must be emphasized. It is this structural

aspect of cooperatives which places the farmer at the foundation of cooperative
management. The paramount responsibility of each cooperative member is to ensure
that the members and the organization's leadership are working to maintain the

cooperative's economic vitality. In other words, farmers selling products through the
cooperative play a vital role in the cooperative's management. How well farmers
understand and carry out their responsibilities as cooperative members in helping the
organization to accomplish its mission, will also determine how well the board of
directors and paid manager will fulfill their obligations.

A cooperative's board of directors draws its authority from the members. The
directors of the agricultural cooperative are usually farmers themselves and serve as

the cooperative's elected legislative body. Broadly speaking, they are responsible for
establishing effective policy and ensuring that hired management is held accountable
for the success of the cooperative's daily operations.

The cooperative manager is retained by the board of directors to direct the

day to day operations of the cooperative. How well the manager performs his duties
is determined by experience level, understanding of business principles, clarity of
direction from the board and support of individual members.

The problems cited by the Waldens Ridge Cooperative members and
knowledgeables are consistent with those problems generally attributed to

cooperative failures found in the literature cited for this study. That is, the primary
reasons for the Waldens Ridge Cooperative failure were associated with poor

management practices. To put it another way, the Cooperative failed because
members, the Cooperative's board of directors and the hired managers neglected to
sufficiently fulfill the responsibilities required of them to make the organization
successful.

Open-ended interviews conducted by the author with both Cooperative
members and knowledgeables found that a number of problems commonly associated

with cooperative failures were major contributors to the failure of the Waldens Ridge
Cooperative. "Content analysis" was used in this study rather than a statistical
analysis of specific questions. Broadly speaking, the failure of the Cooperative was
associated with (1) a lack of member loyalty or commitment, (2) deficiencies in
board decisions and (3) problems associated with manager deficiencies.

While the two categories of persons interviewed were in agreement over the

problem of member loyalty, they associated it with somewhat different underlying
issues.

Members generally blamed their lack of participation in cooperative

marketing on poor prices received on produce processed at the packing facility.
Members strongly associated these low prices with the failure of the Cooperative's
marketing agency, the larger cooperative federation, to adequately market their
produce. Members also blamed excessive culling of their tomatoes for the low

returns they received from the Cooperative. Knowledgeables of the Waldens Ridge
Cooperative, on the other hand, strongly associated the lack of member support with
a member preference to market green tomatoes over the vine ripe tomatoes they had
contracted to produce in accordance with federation guidelines. Vine ripe tomatoes
are more difficult to handle and more likely to be culled. A number of members

perceived that the price for green tomatoes was better than vine ripe tomatoes
during the two years the Cooperative was in operation. On the other hand,

knowledgeables asserted that members' preference to sell much of their tomatoes as
green tomatoes elsewhere undermined the Cooperative's ability to adequately market

the vine ripe produce. The marketing of vine ripe tomatoes requires that farmers
harvest according to strict picking schedules. Cooperative members violated these

schedules by harvesting better quality tomatoes as green tomatoes, thereby reducing
the size and quality of their vine ripe produce marketed through the Cooperative.
Farmer individualism was also strongly associated with the lack of member

loyalty to Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative. That is, farmers' own conservative
and competitive nature may have limited their willingness to support the

Cooperative. Many knowledgeables were very outspoken on this point, as were
several members. This observation was strengthened by the fact that many farmers
cited their preference to sell green tomatoes and to sell on other markets where
prices were higher or were perceived to be higher. The "bottom line" of the lack of
member loyalty was that the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative never received
the projected volume of produce needed to make the Cooperative a success.

Knowledgeable individuals also cited limited financial risk on the part of
Cooperative members as contributing to a lack of member loyalty. The point of this
observation is, that had members been made responsible for raising a greater

percentage of the required matching funds to be eligible for State aid, they may have
been more dedicated to the Cooperative.

The primary problem associated with deficiencies in the board's performance
at Waldens Ridge Cooperative was high debt or the accumulation of high overhead

expenses. The high debt situation was a problem stressed by nearly all of the
knowledgeables interviewed and supported by some of the more informed members.

The Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative was supposed to have begun operations
utilizing a used packing machine provided by the Tennessee Valley Authority(TVA)
at no cost to the Cooperative. However, before the Cooperative opened the machine
was deemed "not useable," and the Cooperative Board went into debt to purchase

"state-of-the-art" packing and sorting equipment valued at 250 thousand dollars. The
end result of this decision was that the Cooperative never received the volume of
produce needed to cover the higher cost of operation created by additional debt. A

second problem cited, which may have had a negative effect on the board of
directors, was the dominance of certain advisors. This was a problem cited by only

two knowledgeables, but is felt worthy of discussion because it raised an interesting
issue. That is, that the dominance of certain advisors in the Cooperative's decision
making process may have inhibited the board's full participation in management
decisions. Other problems associated with board decisions were the location of the

packing facility and certain issues which knowledgeables attributed to management
deficiencies.

Collectively, both Cooperative members and knowledgeables cited several
problems associated with deficiencies in management. These problems were: poor
use of the Cooperative's hired labor, a perception of favoritism to certain members,

poor bookkeeping practices and dominance by managers in the decision making
process. An overwhelming number of members cited these issues. Knowledgeables

were in agreement with members on some of these issues but held the Cooperative
Board of Directors equally responsible for failing to hold managers accountable for
their actions.

The most commonly cited problem which was not related to management

deficiencies was disease. Surprisingly, even the farmers and knowledgeables who
raised the issue of disease did not emphasize its significance in the overall demise

of the Waldens Ridge Cooperative. The literature reviewed in this study cites a

variety of pitfalls which members, boards of directors and managers often fall into
and which ultimately lead to a cooperative failure.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study was to determine individuals' perceptions of the
factors they believe contributed to the failure of the Waldens Ridge Producers

Cooperative. This project compared the perceptions of Cooperative members with
those of other individuals having knowledge of the Cooperative's history and

development. These individuals included former managers, government officials and

professional advisors who were directly involved in the establishment and/or
operation of the Cooperative.
The objectives of this study were to 1) describe the historical and
organizational development of the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative; 2)
determine members' and knowledgeables' perceptions of the factors which

contributed to the Cooperative's failure; 3) relate these perceptions to the problems
generally related to cooperative failures as described in the literature review; and,
4) offer recommendations for future cooperative efforts for Waldens Ridge farmers
in the marketing of tomatoes and other vegetables.

STUDY FORMAT

The second chapter of this study is comprised of a literature review which
defines the purpose of marketing cooperatives.

This chapter focuses on the

responsibilities of cooperative members, boards of directors and hired managers in
the management of marketing cooperatives.

It also cites the problems most

commonly associated with cooperative failures. The third chapter discusses the
procedures and methodology used to conduct this investigation. Chapter four focuses
on the findings related to the historical background in the development and
operation of the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative. Chapter five discusses the

findings of Cooperative members and knowledgeables assessment of the problems
which contributed to the closure of the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative. The
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final chapter of this study discusses Cooperative members' and knowledgeables'
assessment of the problems at the Waldens Ridge Cooperative. It examines these

problems with respect to the problems cited in the literature which are commonly
related to cooperative failures. In conclusion, recommendations for future efforts to
revitalize the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative are offered.

These

recommendations are rooted in the management responsibilities discussed in the
literature review.

CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The review literature focuses on the responsibilities of cooperative members,

the board of directors and the hired manager in the overall management scheme of

the cooperative. Carrying out of these responsibilities is critical for a cooperative to
succeed. As Cinder and Dieter put it, "whether a cooperative is a success or failure

often depends on whether there was management or mismanagement"(1980:3) Prior
to an examination of these responsibilities, it is necessary to define the purpose and
goals of marketing cooperatives such as the Waldens Ridge Cooperative, and to

distinguish between the two principle types of agricultural cooperatives, marketing
cooperatives and purchasing cooperatives.

Like the marketing cooperative,

purchasing cooperatives are established according to the same principles which will
be defined in the next section. The main difference is that purchasing cooperatives

help farmers lower the cost of their own farming operations by offering production

supplies and equipment at lower cost, whereas marketing cooperatives seek to lower
these costs by providing services such as processing, packaging and selling of produce
(Vogelsang, et.al., 1980).
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THE COOPERATIVE DEFINED

Cooperatives are privately owned businesses or corporations which are

organized, controlled and utilized by the owners. To put it another way, "A

cooperative is a user-owned and user controlled business that distributes benefits on
the basis of use," (Barton, 1989:1). This definition embodies three concepts or

principles, put forth by Barton, to distinguish cooperatives from other businesses and
corporations:(1) the user-owner principle;(2) the user-control principle; and (3)the
user-benefits principle. These principles imply that those who finance the operation
utilize the cooperative's services, play a major role in governing or managing the
cooperative, and share the profits or returns after all cooperative operating expenses
have been paid. These operating principles distinguish cooperatives from other
corporations in that a cooperative is designed to operate at cost rather than on a
returns-on-investment principle prevalent in most publicly held corporations
(Kirkman, 1980). In other words, "farmers establish cooperatives as extensions of
their own farming operations to function as the purchasing or marketing departments
of their own farms," (Kirkman:3).

COOPERATIVE GOALS

Marketing cooperatives are established by farmers as an effort to strengthen
the economic viability of their individually owned farms (Vogelsang, et.al.). By

pooling their resources, farmers hope to "carry out business activities they [cannot]
independently perform as efficiently," (Barton, 1989:2). These activities include the
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grading and processing of members' produce in a manner which meets "buyer
specifications as to size, color, and other quality terms," (Kirkman, 1980:3).
Vogelsang and others have put forth a set of four basic objectives or reasons for the
establishment of marketing cooperatives:(1) To maximize income from the sale of
members' products;(2) to achieve quality improvements not available to individual

producers through grading and marketing large volumes; (3) to assure farmers of
dependable services on a year-round basis; and,(4)to provide information to farmers
that will help them produce products of the type and quality that consumers want,

that will encourage efficient marketing practices and that will help them to increase
crop yields.

COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

Management of the cooperative is the joint responsibility of the members,the
board of directors and the hired manager (Hulse, et. al.). The effectiveness with
which these three elements interact as they work to meet their specific obligations

and responsibilities will determine the cooperative's level of success. As a group, this
"management trio" bears the responsibility of insuring that the cooperative meets its
overall objective of providing an efficiently operated cooperative which benefits its
members.

As Kirkman puts it, the management trio holds the collective

responsibility of "formulating and executing policies, operating efficiently, providing
good service, and keeping the association financially sound to successfully meet its
objectives," (Kirkman, 1980:3).
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Management's role in the cooperative is a five part function (Mather, 1980).

This role includes planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling. The
planning aspect concentrates on the formulation of policies and procedures which are
consistent with the cooperatives goals and principles. Organizing is the function of
combining the cooperative's capital, physical and human resources to successfully
meet the cooperative's objectives. Directing is the regulation of the cooperative's
daily operations, and includes training and guidance of cooperative employees.

Coordinating and directing are often described as one function; however,there
is a distinction between the two functions (Mather). Directing focuses on the specific
activities of the cooperative's organizational parts. Coordinating is insuring that these
activities do not conflict with one another and work to produce a harmonious or

smooth-running operation.

Controlling refers to the cooperative's checks and

balances system. In other words, it is management's function to evaluate the
effectiveness of the cooperative's overall operation. "Control is effected through

periodic checks and reports by internal and external audits," (Mather:8).
MEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES

The members of an agricultural cooperative can be compared with investors
or stockholders who seek returns on their investments in publicly held corporations

(McBride, 1986). Stockholders, like members, play an active role in voting for
corporate policy issues. Here, however, is where the similarities between the two
end. In the cooperative, members are directly involved in the establishment and

operation of the enterprise. As one report puts it:
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members have an interest and responsibility in the broad management aspects of the

cooperative because they are both its owner and its patrons. They live close to it and
exercise more control than stockholders in other corporations (Mather, 1980:15).

The cooperative can be thought of as the result of a coalition of farmers who have
joined together to meet some common objectives or to solve a joint problem. This
unique aspect of how cooperatives are developed places members squarely at the
foundation of what McBride calls the "management triangle." Because members are

the founders of the association they play a critical role in insuring that the

cooperative succeeds. As part of the management team it is, therefore, important
that members understand their management obligations and responsibilities.

As previously explained,"farmer members form cooperatives to obtain needed
services and improve their farm's earnings rather than to realize a high return on
their investments,"(Kirkman, 1980:3). These are the members' chief objectives. To

accomplish these goals, owners are obligated to fulfill certain specific responsibilities.
Kirkman discusses eight areas of member responsibility in the management of
cooperatives.

First, members must fully comprehend the cooperative's mission. Members
must know the cooperative's "purpose, objectives, limitations, operations, finances,
and long-range plans," (Kirkman:5).

The second responsibility is the adoption and amendment of the cooperative's
charter. This document spells out the responsibilities of the management trio, the

business aspects of the cooperative, and the cooperative's services. Members are also
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responsible for understanding their responsibilities with respect to any contractual

agreements they make with the cooperative.

Members' third responsibility is the election and evaluation of the board of
directors. The directors are the association's representative body who are largely

responsible for the cooperative's planning and policy functions. It is critical that
members elect qualified individuals to the board. Members must consider nominees
based on their business and leadership capabilities, work habits, character, and
knowledge of cooperative principles (Deiter and Ginder, 1989).

The fourth responsibility is for members to contribute capital to the
cooperative. While government grants may be used to help establish the cooperative,
as was the case at Waldens Ridge, members must supply the equity capital needed

to secure loans for the cooperative's expansion. Cooperatives usually accrue this
capital by holding a portion of members' patronage refunds in reserve. This capital
is returned as older loans are paid off.

The fifth responsibility is for members to be dedicated to the cooperative. In

other words, "members must supply an adequate volume of business if the
cooperative is to operate efficiently and successfully," (Kirkman, 1980:7). Failure to
meet this responsibility is simply the lack of member loyalty which is often cited as
a primary reason for cooperative failures (Hulse, Biggs and Wissman, 1980).

The sbdh responsibility is to "participate in affairs," (Kirkman:8). The
members, board and hired management must take an active role in encouraging
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member participation in all meetings, serving on committees and in other cooperative
activities.

The seventh responsibility is for members to provide information to

cooperative directors and hired management with respect to ways of enhancing the
cooperative's services and competitiveness. This implies that members must work to
strengthen the management trio relationship.
The last responsibility of members is to work to gain new members. As
members are lost due to death, retirement or other reasons, they must be replaced

to maintain the cooperative's financial vitality.

The significance of the role members play in the management trio cannot be

over emphasized. This is evident in the democratic character of how the cooperative
is controlled (Kirkman, 1980). If the members do not fulfill their obligation to the
cooperative, the venture will not succeed. The members, as pointed out at the
beginning of this section, are the foundation of the management triangle or pyramid.
It is clear that "the ultimate responsibility for effective management rests with the
members, for it is they who elect the board members, who in turn select the [hired]
managers," (Deiter and Ginder, 1989:337).
DIRECTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

The board of directors derives its authority from the cooperative members
who elect them (Mather, et.al.). The directors are most often farmers themselves

and tend to be long time members of the cooperative. Members of most vegetable
producer cooperatives elect seven representatives to the board of directors; however.
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boards may range in size from three to fifteen. Directors usually serve one to three
year terms, and most cooperatives set no term limits (Biggs, 1989).

Because they are farmers and consider the cooperative to be an extension of
their own farm operations, board members generally see themselves as "setting an

appropriate example for the entire membership," (Kirkman, 1980:16). If board
members expect to succeed in this goal they must understand what their management
responsibilities are. The fundamental responsibilities of the board of directors are

to set policy, employ the hired manager and to evaluate his performance (Mather,
et.al.). In one report by Mather, however, the board's functions are divided into ten

explicit obligations: (1) Function as trustees for the members in safeguarding their
assets in the cooperative; (2) determine objectives and general policies; (3) adopt

long-range plans; (4) employ a competent manager; (5) preserve the cooperative
character of the organization; (6) require accounts and records; (7) appoint an
outside auditing firm; (8) control the total operation; (9) distribute corporate net

margins or savings; and (10) redeem equities of inactive members. To help in their
efforts to perform these duties, boards generally have the power to "appoint
committees for studying and recommending action on various policies and
operations," (Hulse, Biggs and Wissman, 1980:4).
HIRED MANAGER RESPONSIBILITIES

The hired manager is primarily responsible for directing the day to day
operations of the cooperative (Mather, et. al.). He is employed by the board of
directors on the basis of his ability to work with people and his knowledge of the
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cooperative business. In smaller marketing cooperatives, such as in the packing
operation at Waldens Ridge, the manager is the primary overseer of grading, packing
and other facility operations (Hulse, 1980).
Customarily, the hired manager is responsible for the micro-management

aspects of the cooperative. Mather and others cite five management responsibilities:
(1) directing daily business activities;(2)setting goals and making short-range plans;

(3) hiring and dismissing workers;(4) organizing and coordinating internal activities
and other employees; and (5) controlling daily operations. Several predictors of how
effective the potential manager will be on the job have been determined. The best
predictors of manager performance are a particular knowledge of the cooperative
business and management experience. Education is also strongly associated with
management performance. "For instance, managers with the most education tend to

acquire more training and thus gain more knowledge, which eventually resulted in
increased net margins to the cooperative," (Mather, 1980:17).

COOPERATIVE FAILURES

The primary reason for cooperative business failures can nearly always be
attributed to mismanagement (Deiter and Cinder, 1989). The Deiter and Cinder
study found that poor management was responsible for 88% of all business failures.

In cooperatives, failures are often attributed to such problems as "lack of teamwork,
cooperation, or communication"(Dieter and Cinder, 1989:336) in the management
triad. Other commonly cited reasons for cooperative failures include high operating
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costs, lack of member loyalty, limited access to markets, insufficient volume,and poor

location (Hulse, Kazmierczak, et.al.). Such problems result when members,directors

and management fail to measure up to their specific obligations. Deiter and Ginder
cite these common management mistakes as the primary reasons or mistakes which
contribute to cooperative failures: (1) members fail to (a) select qualified board
members, (b) patronize their cooperative fully, or (c) adequately support their
cooperative financially;(2) boards of directors fail to (a) establish appropriate plans

for their cooperative, especially long-term investments and capital acquisition,(b)
hire effective managers and compensate them accordingly,(c) implement effective
member-communication programs,(d) hold managers accountable to them for their
decisions, or(e)adopt sound operational policies or guidelines for managers to abide
by (e.g., they overextend credit, make poor pricing or patronage refund decisions, or

create a faulty product mbc or marketing strategy); and,(3) hired managers fail to (a)
keep the board and members adequately informed; (b) properly manage the
cooperatives' resources, including inventory, equipment, buildings, and employees;
or (d) rely on sound record-keeping and accounting practices.
Deiter and Ginder assert that if the management can avoid these common

pitfalls, the cooperative will be successful. In the end, most factors commonly cited
as contributing to cooperative failures can be traced back to the ultimate cause, poor
management on the part of members, board and the hired manager.
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CHAPTER THREE

PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY

POPULATION

Nearly all of the Cooperative members and other individuals who had major
knowledge regarding the establishment and operation of the Waldens Ridge

Cooperative in Bledsoe County, Tennessee were personally interviewed by the
author.

The other individuals, defined as "knowledgeables", included former

managers, government officials, and professional advisors who were directly involved
.■1

in the establishment and/or operation of the Cooperative.

Thirty-three of the thirty-eight Cooperative's members were interviewed for
this study. Two members were not available to be interviewed, and three members

spoke on behalf of a business partner who was also a Cooperative member. Thirtysbc members' opinions, effectively, are represented in this study.
Of the twelve individuals selected to represent the knowledgeables'

perspective in this study, eleven granted interviews. One knowledgeable declined to
be interviewed. Another individual, while suggested as a knowledgeable individual

about the Cooperative, stated in the interview that he had not served in an advisory
or management capacity and was not familiar with reasons for the Cooperative's
failure. He was excluded from the analysis.

The participants had read to them a "statement of confidentiality and
informed consent." This statement, required in academic study of human subjects,
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explained the purpose of the study, and assured them that individual responses would
be kept strictly confidential. Participants in the study, were asked to sign and date
the statement. All signed consent forms were secured in a locked file in the

Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology at The University of
Tennessee in Knoxville.

DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION

This study utilized a case study approach to detail the history of the

Cooperative's development and, to determine members' and knowledgeables'
perceptions of the factors that contributed to the Cooperative's failure. The study
also ascertained members' and knowledgeables' perceptions of the potential for

future cooperative efforts on Waldens Ridge. The respondents were personally
contacted by the researcher, and were interviewed using a semi-structured interview
technique. A series of opened-ended questions divided into three sections was used.
The first section pertained to participants' opinions of how the Cooperative

developed. The responses to these questions were used to assist in describing the
development of the Cooperative. Members were also asked to indicate whether

farming was their primary occupation. These questions determined whether
members were full-time farmers, part-time farmers or non-farmers. In the second

section, questions were asked regarding participants' perceptions of the factors
contributing to the Cooperative failure. When necessary, the interviewer followed
with questions to prompt participants to clarify or elaborate on a response. In the
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final section members were asked to indicate whether or not they would continue to

support cooperative efforts, and to give some recommendations for ensuring the
success of such efforts. These recommendations were used by the author in writing
the recommendations provided at the end of this study. However, the purposes

behind the questions in this section were to encourage members to elaborate on the
problems they cited, and to serve as a tool in identifying problems the participant
may have failed to mention when asked to identify problems at the Waldens Ridge
facility.

The interviews were recorded on audio-cassette tape for ease and accuracy of

recording responses. Had a respondent preferred to not have his comments recorded
by this method the interviewer would have recorded the respondent's comments by
hand. This technique was reviewed for face validity, and was field tested among

willing participants in accordance with the conditions of confidentiality stated above.
Subsequently, all of the participants agreed to the taped interviews. All interview
tapes and written responses were kept under "lock and key" by the reseacher during
the course of the investigation, and were destroyed on November 23, 1993.
Beyond the survey, some use of was made of Waldens Ridge Producer
Association public documents in this study. These documents were the 1991 and
1992 proposals to the State of Tennessee requesting financial assistance to fund the
Cooperative. Internal memos and financial records were not available for use in this
study.
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DATA ANALYSIS

The participants' comments and responses were grouped and categorized for

the purpose of conducting content analysis.

Members' and knowledgeables'

perceptions of the Cooperative's failure were compared to factors commonly
associated with cooperative failures. Based upon these findings, the researcher was
able to detail the problems that participants associated with the Cooperative's failure,
and to recommend solutions based on the management principles cited in the

literature to assist the members and knowledgeables should an effort be made to

revitalize the Waldens Ridge Cooperative. The use of content analysis means that

the judgement of the researcher was of utmost importance in the identification of
responses and the meaning of responses. A respondent's answers were taken as a
"whole" over several questions. Further, responses often contained more than a

single reason or theme. A response to a question often included several factors. The
author reviewed the recorded oral responses on several occasions to secure the full
meaning of answers to open-ended questions.

Analyzing responses was not clear cut because of(1) the difference in clarity
statements, (2) the strength of statements, and (3) the frequency of respondents

stating a factor. All of these factors were considered by the author in reaching
conclusions. The researcher did not conduct an experimental or causal study, but

focused on an analysis of perceptions. Statistical testing of generalizations or
hypotheses was not felt appropriate for this study because (1) an entire universe
rather than a sample of a population was surveyed;(2) readily quantifiable data were
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not collected;(3) categories of responses were developed following the completion
of the survey rather than prior to the survey; and,(4) a relatively small number of
people was studied.
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CHAPTER FOUR

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE COOPERATIVE

INTRODUCTION

This section focuses on the findings relating to the historical background of

the development of the Waldens Ridge Cooperative. This history was established
based on interviews with those who participated in this investigation and on

Cooperative documents provided by participants. This chapter will discuss how local
initiatives influenced the decision to establish the Cooperative. Further, the expected

farmer and community benefits of cooperation will be discussed, as will brief
chronology of events leading up to the Cooperative's closing.

THE COOPERATIVE: A LOCAL INITIATIVE

The initiative to establish the Waldens Ridge Vegetable Producers

Cooperative began as an effort by a group of Bledsoe County farmers who sought to
overcome a variety of marketing difficulties by tapping into the national market for
fresh produce. Those farmers and other individuals who were supportive of the idea,
believed a cooperative would enhance producers' incomes by providing a more stable
and profitable market for the sale of their produce. The Cooperative would also
release each farmer from the responsibilities of running their own packing business.

As one member put it, the ultimate goal was to "put the farmer back to farming," and
not in packing and marketing. An additional benefit of the enterprise would have
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been to provide an economic boost to the economies of Bledsoe and its neighboring
counties.
THE FARMER AND MARKETING CONDITIONS

Bledsoe County farmers are among the largest and most productive vegetable

farmers in Tennessee. They are the most productive tomato growers in the State,
making Tennessee the nation's fourth largest tomato supplier. Growing more
pumpkins than producers in any other county, these farmers also help to make
Tennessee one of the nation's leading pumpkin suppliers (Jenkins and Steelman,

1990). Many of these farmers live on Waldens Ridge, a mountain where many

adjoining Rhea, Hamilton and Sequatchie county farmers also make their living.
Along with these producers, Waldens Ridge farmers produce a variety of other crops
including bell peppers, apples, squash, cantaloupe and watermelon.
Until the establishment of the Waldens Ridge Cooperative in 1991, these

farmers had individually absorbed the costs associated with the production,
processing and marketing of their crops. Many of the producers had established their

own processing and packing operations. In fact, twenty of the twenty-three full- time
farmers who participated in this study had their own packing operations. Many of
these farmers had established good business connections with buyers in Tennessee
and surrounding states. Unfortunately, increasing competition from bigger producers
in other regions was threatening many of these long established business

relationships. As one packing shed owner pointed out, such producers were losing
their "ability to market these tomatoes and receive money for them after they were
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packed." Other growers had either made agreements with their neighbors for the
service of grading, sorting and packing of their produce or trucked their crops to the

only commercial packing house on the mountain. Additionally, many farmers had
grown heavily dependent upon the independent trucker business as a method of
marketing their produce. Rising fuel costs and changes in the national vegetable
market, however, made the farmers' ability to sell their produce increasingly more

difficult. Prompted by these changes farmers began to search for new "ways to
become more efficient in marketing to match their tremendous efficiency in
production" (Jenkins and Steelman, 1990:1).

The rising cost of fuel led to a decline in once thriving trucker sales and
increased the cost of getting farmers' produce to other markets (Jenkins and

Steelman). Many farmers depended heavily upon independent buyers for the onfarm sale of their produce to be sold later at markets elsewhere. As one farmer put
it, "Farmers had basically been at the mercy of those who came to the farm to buy."
While sales to these truckers offered farmers some immediate benefits, it made them

vulnerable economically. One knowledgeable explained the situation well:
They didn't have a formal market arrangement.... We thought that had a weakness to
it. It was good for them in the sense that they could sell a certain amount [of
produce)...it was good that they could get their money right then. It was good that they
didn't have a lot of cost as far as overhead costs of marketing. But if the truckers ever

stopped coming, they were hurting. And the fact was that those trucks did tend to stop
coming.
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A farmer described the economic vulnerability of the smaller producers as follows;
Some of the growers didn't own packing houses at all. They were just letting Mexicans

field pack them, and then selling them through brokers when they could, if they could.

In addition to the dying trucker business, many of the farmers had become dependent

on sales of produce to regional farmer's markets in Tennessee, Georgia and North
Carolina. These often well-established markets were also threatened by rising fuel

costs and new federal rules regulating farm trucks (Jenkins and Steelman). As one

member put it, "It got to where the smaller farmer couldn't truck his produce across
state lines or to the big cities because of the cost." In other words, Waldens Ridge
farmers and their neighbors were increasingly bearing more of the responsibility and
costs associated with producing, packaging, hauling and marketing of their produce.
COOPERATION AND THE BENEFITS TO FARMERS

Confronted by the above mentioned difficulties, the idea emerged among
several farmers that a cooperative effort could help them and other growers to

improve their ability to market their produce. One farmer made the point that the
success of such a project could possibly "save the family farm...by allowing these

people to help themselves." Such individuals as this farmer believed that small
farmers could pool their resources and expand into the growing national market for
fresh tomatoes and other vegetables and produce (Waldens Ridge Producers

Cooperative Association, 1991). Individually, breaking into that market would be

impossible for East Tennessee's vegetable farmers. However, citing rising costs of
transportation and the "time sensitive" aspects of marketing fresh produce, the
Cooperative members believed that they had a competitive advantage over other
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producers in California, Florida and other states (Waldens Ridge Producers
Cooperative Association, 1991). A successful enterprise would allow farmers to
increase their level of production in tomatoes, and eventually expand their marketing
potential in the production of other varieties of produce.
COOPERATION AND THE BENEFITS TO COMMUNITY

The establishment of a cooperative would also help to strengthen local

economies in Bledsoe and neighboring counties. It will be detailed in the discussion

of the Cooperative's business plan that a successful cooperative would provide
needed jobs, enhance local businesses and increase government revenues. Jenkins
and Steelman discussed the potential economic impact of the Waldens Ridge
Cooperative;

Experts generally believe that for each dollar of new spending injected into a local
economy, economic activity is increased by almost three dollars. If so, this project
should increase local economic activity close to 10 million dollars since nearly all
additional income will be spent in the local area (1990:2-3).

It was estimated that the Waldens Ridge facility could create a growing number of

packing jobs as volume from expanding agricultural production increased. There
would also be a rise in demand for farm labor, and construction of the facility would

create jobs. The effects of the income earned by workers would then "ripple through
the local economy"(Jenkins and Steelman:2). A successful cooperative would also
boost sales of production inputs, equipment and other farm supplies for agricultural
businesses as vegetable production increased. Finally, the general public would
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benefit from the expansion of services made available through increasing tax
revenues.

THE COOPERATIVE: ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION

Though the idea to form a cooperative had been on the minds of certain
farmers for many years, efforts to organize one did not take shape until the summer
of 1990. A group of farmers and other interested individuals brought the idea to the
attention of the Bledsoe County Agricultural Extension Service following a "vegetable

field day" sponsored by a local rural development committee. Over the next few
months, the local extension office arranged meetings between farmers and

agricultural and business professionals to discuss the concept. During these meetings,
a temporary board of directors composed of seven Waldens Ridge farmers was

appointed and the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative Association was
established.

By November, the board, local community leaders, and professional advisors
from the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), The University of Tennessee

Agricultural Extension Service and the Southeast Tennessee Development District
were working to organize the project. The appropriate legal documents and
association charter were drafted, and the association was officially named the

Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative. It was also during this time that the
association entered into an agreement allowing a Kentucky based federation of

cooperatives to function as the Waldens Ridge association's marketing agency. Plans
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were also underway to petition the State of Tennessee for financial assistance to help

fund the project, and the board and charter members were working to raise the
required matching funds.
THE HORTICULTURAL PRODUCERS FEDERATED ASSOCIATION

The Horticultural Producers Federated Association, Inc. of Monticello,

Kentucky (referred to as "the Federation") was selected to market produce packaged
by the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative. Tomatoes would be the only

commodity packaged by the Cooperative during its first season. When the Waldens
Ridge Cooperative was founded, the Federation represented ten cooperatives in a

seven state region (Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative, 1991). The Federation
had been in business since the middle 1980s, and had gained a sizable share of the
national market for tomatoes. This share had ranged from 5 to 20 percent

depending "upon market season, and competition from other market areas"(Waldens
Ridge Producers Cooperative, 1991). Through its association with the Federation,
the Waldens Ridge Cooperative hoped to expand sales of members' produce to
supermarket chains in the northern and midwestern states.
OBTAINING STATE FUNDS

Primary funding for the Waldens Ridge project was provided through a grant
from the State of Tennessee. Such grants were made available through a $7,500,000
farmers market fund set aside by the state legislature. Initially, the Waldens Ridge

association had applied for a $400,000 grant to cover the costs associated with
establishing the Cooperative's packing facility. These dollars would be used to buy
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and develop a site and to pay for the construction of a building. The grant would
also be used to buy the equipment necessary to begin operations. The Cooperative

members were responsible for raising eight percent of that total in matching funds

as required by the Department of Economic and Community Development. This
would be accomplished through the collection of a $500 membership fee from each
individual farmer as he or she joined the Cooperative.

The Waldens Ridge association submitted its proposal to the State for review

in January, 1991. In the proposal, the association projected that the Cooperative
would process approximately 300,000 boxes of tomatoes and generate $2,540,000 in
gross sales during the first season of operation. This represented a total commitment
of 250 acres from about sixty farmers. To process this volume, the Cooperative
would employ about sbcty seasonal workers and three full time employees.

The association proposal was forwarded to the Tennessee Department of

Agriculture for review. One knowledgeable highlighted the department's impressions
of the proposal:
The Department of Agriculture critiqued the proposal and found it was good. They
liked the idea because Waldens Ridge is made up of knowledgeable farmers. That is,
these farmers wouldn't have to learn production as well as marketing...[and] there's a
long history of tomato production on Waldens Ridge.

Following the Department of Agriculture's review, the State approved the
association's request. The grant was, however, trimmed back to $300,000.
At some point in time after the grant was approved and prior to the
Cooperative's first operating season, the board decided to borrow a large sum of
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money to purchase state-of-the-art packing and sorting equipment. Individual
estimates of the amount of this loan range from $70,000 to $80,000. This decision
was inconsistent with the Cooperative's business plan. The debt incurred by this
decision would later contribute to the Cooperative's failure and will be discussed in
the next chapter.
THE FIRST SEASON

Upon receiving its grant to fund the project, the Waldens Ridge association
rushed to select a site and to construct a building to house its packing operations.

The goal was to begin operating in time to take advantage of members' earliest
tomato harvests of the 1991 season. However, the first packing season was not as

successful as organizers had hoped. When the Cooperative closed at the end of the
first season, the volume of tomatoes received had fallen far short of the projected
level.

According to several members and Cooperative documents, the Cooperative's
volume was below the projected levels due to a couple of problems. First, the

Cooperative opened well into the packing season. As a result, the Cooperative was
unable to pack any of its members' contracted tomatoes harvested before that time.
Second, member participation was less than expected although, as one knowledgeable
said, "there appeared to be a genuine effort to get people to sign up initially."
Instead of sixty members, there were only thirty-five at the end of the first season.

Falling far short of its goal to pack 300,000 boxes of tomatoes, the Cooperative
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packed a little more than 80,000 boxes (Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative,
1992).
THE SECOND SEASON

Before the opening of the 1992 season, the association applied for and
received an additional $100,000 grant from the State. Citing the shortcomings
mentioned above in its petition, the association needed assistance to cover certain
debts incurred during the first season (Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative, 1992).

The largest part of this debt, to be discussed in the "problems" section, was to

purchase grading and sorting equipment. Initially, TVA was to provide the
Cooperative packing machine at no cost. Unfortunately, the machine "proved to not
be appropriate and, therefore, could not be used" (Waldens Ridge Producers
Cooperative, 1992).

Based on a membership of thirty-five individuals, the association projected
that 160,000 boxes of tomatoes would be packed in 1992. The Cooperative also

planned to market it members' green peppers. Cooperative membership had grown
to thirty-eight members. However, 1992 volume was below the 1991 level. The
Cooperative was forced to "shut down" after packing only 31,000 boxes of tomatoes
and 5000 boxes of peppers (Bledsonian Banner, 1992).

THE COOPERATIVE: AT THE TIME OF THIS STUDY

When the author traveled to Waldens Ridge to gather members' and

knowledgeables' perceptions about why the Cooperative failed, he was shown an
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empty 23,000 square foot building. Ail equipment had been removed and returned
to lessors or had been repossessed by debtors. An out-of-state bank was holding an
$80,000 lien on the facility according some individuals' estimates. All financial
records had been forwarded by the association's accountant to the State comptroller's
office. None of these records were available at the time of this study because the

State had not completed its report. During the interview stage of this investigation,
there was some discussion of revitalizing the Cooperative if the debt could be settled.

At the time of this writing, the building stands empty and the bank continues to hold
the lien on the building.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION OF PARTICIPANTS' PERCEPTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Members'and knowledgeables' assessment of the problems which contributed
to the failure of the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative fall primarily into three
areas. These areas were problems associated with a lack of member loyalty or

failure to fully participate in their Cooperative, problems associated with the board
deficiencies and manager related deficiencies. The only significant problem discussed
which did not relate to the problems associated with members, the board or

managers was the disease know as "late blight" on tomatoes. Generally speaking, the

problems associated with a lack of member loyalty and the high debt incurred by the
board of directors were emphasized by most participants.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MEMBER LOYALTY

Both members and knowledgeables were overwhelmingly in agreement that

producers' lack of participation in their Cooperative was the primary factor which led
to the Cooperative's demise. In other words, the consensus in both groups was that

members did not provide the Cooperative with the volume of produce needed to

make the enterprise economically successful. As one knowledgeable put it, "the end
result was that the Waldens Ridge co-op did not receive the product to sell." Though

there was agreement regarding some of the underlying reasons behind the lack of
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participation, the two categories of individuals differed in their perceptions of the

primary problems contributing to this dilemma. Members strongly associated their
lack of participation to "poor prices" received for their products, while
knowledgeables emphasized (1) member preference for selling green tomatoes,(2)
farmers' own individualistic nature and (3) little financial risk to members with the
lack of supplying limited production.

Nearly all (29) of the 33 members interviewed blamed producers' lack of

support on the poor prices producers received on produce processed at the Waldens
Ridge facility. Many members (21) strongly associated poor prices with federation
shortcomings with respect to marketing, excessive culling at the facility (15) and
better prices in the green tomato market (11). It is important to point out, however,
that members cited other farmers' own individualistic nature for the lack of member

support. When responses of members who raised this issue are included with those
of members who cited farmers' preference to sell green tomatoes, the number of

responses relating to farmer individualism increased to sbcteen or nearly half the
members. It is also of importance to point out that nearly half (6) of these

individuals were very closely involved in the establishment and operation of the

Cooperative. Many of the others were among the most outspoken members. Eight
members associated the lack of loyalty with depressed prices of tomatoes nationally.
One member associated lack of participation with members' minimal level of
financial risk.
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Nine of the ten knowledgeables interviewed cited members' lack of

participation as a major contributing factor in the Cooperative's collapse. These
individuals largely attributed the problem to a deep rooted division among members
over whether to market green or pink tomatoes. Seven knowledgeables focused on
this issue. One half of the knowledgeables, in agreement with a few members,

associated the lack of participation with a poor spirit of cooperation attributable to
farmers' individualistic nature. One half of the knowledgables said that a low level

of financial risk on the part of members did little to encourage a spirit of cooperation

among growers. Four said the Cooperative was negatively affected by depressed
tomato prices nationally, and three knowledgeables were critical of the Federations
marketing ability.
PRICES

The consensus among members of the Waldens Ridge Cooperative was that

poor prices or low returns on produce marketed through the facility made it difficult
for them to support the organization. This sentiment was well expressed by one
farmer who said, "When I seen [sic] I was losing money I quit." And one member,

who had worked closely in the Cooperative's development and operation mirrored

that opinion. "We failed to cash flow the farmer," he said. In a few situations,
farmers expressed frustration over owing money to the Cooperative. One member

said he stopped taking his produce to the packing facility after being charged $281.04
on 823 boxes of peppers he had previously processed at the Waldens Ridge facility.

Describing a similar situation another farmer said,"You know, you can't operate like
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that. A farmer will go bankrupt." Members generally associated three factors with

prices or poor returns on their produce: federation shortcomings, culling and the
depressed tomato market.
The Federation

Members were highly critical of the Federation's role in the operation of the
Waldens Ridge Cooperative. The perception was that they had been "let down" by
the marketing agency, and that the "Federation was the wrong group to hook up to."

Members were critical of the Federation for failing to achieve a better than average

market price, and for failing to find a market for lower grade, but good tomatoes.
"In my opinion," one member said, "we were flat out lied to." As another member
put it, "they kind of blowed [sic] us up a little bit about the pink market." Statements
such as these reflect a common perception among producers that Federation

representatives had guaranteed a better than average price for their tomatoes.
Elaborating on this perception, another member said that Federation representatives
convinced area farmers that their marketing agency had always secured a price of

$7.52 per box or better for the farmers it represented. "Let me tell you," he declared,
"I never got seven dollars and fifty-two cents." This perception, however, was
inconsistent with statements excerpted from an unofficial copy of the Federation's

marketing agreement obtained for this study. Section I part A of this agreement
clearly says:
The federation does not assure or warrant the Cooperative of certain or guaranteed
market prices that it can obtain for the Cooperative's produce.
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Unless some separate agreement was made between the Federation and the farmers
of Waldens Ridge which was not available for this study, the opinion that certain
prices were guaranteed is inaccurate.

Members complained that the Federation failed to find markets for their

lower grades of tomatoes.

This is a criticism that members and a few

knowledgeables agreed upon. One member's observation that the Federation's
marketing strategy "was too narrow" speaks well for those individuals holding this

opinion. One knowledgeable observed that the Federation needed "to be more
flexible and broad across the board in marketing." It was a commonly held belief

that the Federation was responsible for marketing not only farmers' number one

grade tomatoes but all other grades as well. "They sold our good stuff and wanted
to leave us with the number two grades," one member said, "and that wasn't the

agreement. They were supposed to have sold it all." These individuals stressed the
point, that farmers are dependent on the sale of lesser tomato grades to recover the
costs of production especially when the price of number one grade is depressed. As
one knowledgeable put it, "you can't squeeze out a profit" by selling only number one

quality produce. The above mentioned federation marketing contract makes no
mention of the grades of tomatoes it would market for its member cooperatives. In
the same section as mentioned above, the contract states that the Federation agrees

"to market to the best of its abilities buyers'...vine ripe tomatoes" and other produce.

Regarding this issue, one member said that the Federation "didn't hold up their end
of the deal." On this issue, the contract appears to support those who shared this
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farmers' opinion. However, as will be discussed in the section on members'

preference to market green tomatoes, the farmers' own actions may have hindered
the Federation's ability to market vine ripe tomatoes in general.
Culling

As alluded to above in the discussion of members' and others' criticism that

the Federation failed to market all grades of tomatoes, culling of produce was said
to have been excessive. One member said culling "was one of the biggest gripes," of

producers. The perception of excessive culling was a warning signal to farmers that
they were not getting the total returns on the produce they deserved. Echoing the
sentiments of many other farmers one member declared, "they were throwing away
stuff that I could sell." This perception led to an atmosphere of distrust among the

Waldens Ridge membership and negatively affected loyalty. One farmer's misgivings
described members' overall attitude toward the Cooperative's marketing activities.

"I was leery after the first year [of operation]," he said. Members not only associated
excessive culling with returns on produce, it was also perceived as a sign of poor
management with respect to the use of labor.
Depressed Market

Several members and a few knowledgeables attributed poor prices and the

subsequent lack of member loyalty to a generally depressed national tomato market.
These individuals stressed that stiff competition from other tomato producing regions
and an abundance of tomatoes on the market worked to keep tomato prices down

in 1991 and 1992. In other words, supply outstripped the demand for tomatoes. "On
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a four and five dollar market like in 1991," said one member, "you're not going to

have a contract stout enough to make a farmer bring his tomatoes in [to the

Cooperative]."

Citing this situation, one knowledgeable said it was simply

unfortunate that the Cooperative "started off in the lean years." However, as it will
be discussed in the next section, members of the Cooperative may have been partially

responsible for the Cooperative's failure to demand higher prices for produce packed
on Waldens Ridge.
GREEN TOMATO CONFLICT

Knowledgeables frequently attributed the lack of member loyalty to a conflict
between members over the decision to market vine ripe tomatoes (pinks) instead of

green tomatoes (greens). Knowledgeables said the members and board of directors
became "polarized" into two groups over this issue. Describing the situation, one

knowledgeable observed that "the basic difference between the two caused part of
them not to bring tomatoes to the co-op." That is, members sold their produce

where they thought they could get a better price. The local commercial packing
house, which dealt only in greens, was one such outlet for farmers' produce. One

knowledgeable strongly associated the green tomato price with members' lack of
loyalty:

"The market for green tomatoes was higher than for vine ripes. And producers

perceived that the private packing house down the road was able to pay more than the
co-op was able to return, and deserted the co-op to a large extent.

As one knowledgeable put it, "there has always been a problem with growersjumping
back and forth to which ever one had the better market." One knowledgeable
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estimated that farmers' preference to market green tomatoes was so strong that the

Cooperative did not receive two-thirds of the tomatoes farmers had pledged the first
season. "And the second year, more than that," he said. Several pointed out that the
failure to resolve this issue resulted in poor quality pink tomatoes and in the

Cooperative's failure to demand an excellent price for a superior product, low
volume and ultimately the Cooperative's failure.
Several individuals observed that members may have been partially to blame

for better green tomato prices or low returns on pink tomatoes grown for the

Cooperative. In other words, their preference to market green tomatoes and failure
to harvest pink tomatoes according to strict picking schedules resulted in poor quality

produce being brought to the packing facility. This perspective conflicts with most
members'perception that they were providing the Cooperative only the best produce.

A common complaint among members was that pink tomatoes are much more costly
to produce. Pink tomatoes, they complained, require more delicate handling and
must be picked more frequently than greens. This results in higher costs for the
individual farmer in terms of labor. That is, farmers have to pay field labor more

often to pick pink tomatoes. One knowledgeable, however, pointed out that picking
greens one week and pinks the next "left the co-op with an inferior product because
it [the pink tomato] was smaller." He went on to say that smaller tomatoes resulted
in a lower price in a "market" that demanded large vine ripe tomatoes. One astute
member made the same observation. He said that the preference to sell greens

"became more popular...and, then, they[members][brought] a lot of their second rate
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tomatoes" to the Waldens Ridge packing facility. This problem did not go unnoticed
by other members including one who said,
Maybe, if we could have got the quality of tomatoes we needed to where they could
have cash flowed the co-op, maybe, it would've run.

Dispute over this issue was also blamed for division among the Cooperative's
leadership. This issued was associated with the board's inability to make decisions.
One knowledgeable described the situation this way:
I tried to get them [the board] to consider the fact that they were selling a premium
product. And that they should consider their vine ripe a premium product and
demand a premium price... . But they were so polarized in their thinking. You had
the two camps and they really didn't consider anything that was being laid out by the
people [professional advisors] that were there to try to help them.

Why the board and members became so divided on this issue is not clear because the
idea of marketing green tomatoes was inconsistent with the Cooperative's business
plan which accompanied the application for State of Tennessee funds. Nevertheless,
many members shared the opinion of one member who said, "there's no doubt in my
mind that the co-op would still be in operation today...if it were a green house."

Perhaps, as one knowledgeable suggests, those individuals who were most actively
involved in the Cooperative's establishment simply overestimated their neighbors'
desire to market pinks:"what was presented and what the growers really wanted were
two different things."

Further, knowledgeables made it clear that both the

Cooperative and the Federation lacked the specialized equipment which is vital to
the marketing of green tomatoes.
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FARMER INDIVIDUALISM

The controversy over the marketing of pink or green tomatoes is indicative of

another problem that one half the knowledgeables and a few members associated
with the lack of member loyalty, that is farmers' individualistic nature. A couple of

members called this "greed." This problem can not be discussed in conjunction with
the pink and green conflict because it is a much broader concept.

Farmer

individualism has to do with the general character of the Cooperative's members.

One knowledgeable characterized the farmers of Waldens Ridge:
The producers are a very independent group that have been used to operating as
family organizations. Not used to sharing information. Not used to operating with
each other in the market.

In Other words, some individuals believe that the farmers of Waldens Ridge are so

highly competitive that it made cooperation extremely difficult. This characteristic
was not only associated with members "Jumping back and forth" between the green

and pink markets, but with farmers selling produce grown for the Cooperative to
other buyers. One knowledgeable had this to say:
...they wanted to kind of have their cake and eat it to. In other words, if a jobber

[trucker] came along...[and a member] had those tomatoes picked and ready to go to
the co-op, and he offered them cash money...some of those tomatoes didn't make it
to the co-op.

This problem of individualism was also associated with a lack of member
participation in that it prohibited some members from committing any produce to the
Cooperative. In fact, this situation was expected before the Cooperative was
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established. Jenkins and Steelman made the following statement in their feasibility
study:
Mountain producers are by nature conservative in business and some would need to
see a year of successful operation before embracing the cooperative marketing
strategy... (1990:3).

One knowledgeable explained, "a lot of the larger producers didn't get involved
because they were concerned that if they did they would lose" already established

buyers. One such farmer who paid the membership fee, but chose not to participate

put it this way, "I've got my own markets. And I joined basically to help the
community." In all ten members shared this farmer's opinion. That is, nearly a
third of the members admitted that they never grew produce for the Cooperative.

The problem of farmer individualism is supported by certain findings
discovered in a review of members interviews. This study found that of the thirty-

three members interviewed, twenty-three were full-time farmers. Six members were

part-time farmers and four were non-farmers who joined the Cooperative because
it was perceived to be beneficial to the community in general. Eight full-time
farmers said they never processed any produce through the Waldens Ridge facility,
and two of the part-time farmers never supported the Cooperative. During the
Cooperative's first season, of the thirty-three members interviewed, only twenty-one
members provided produce to the Cooperative, and only fifteen were full-time
farmers. By the second year, four more full-time farmers stopped bringing produce
to the packing facility. Including two participating part-time farmers, this left the
Cooperative with only eleven participating members during the second season. These
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numbers, cited by the members themselves, support the opinion that farmer
individualism contributed to a lack of member loyalty at Waldens Ridge. Further,

they help to explain why volume was low, especially, at the close of the second
season.

RISK

Another problem which knowledgeables associated with a lack of member
loyalty was a low level of financial risk on the part of the Cooperative's members.

Individually, members paid a one time membership fee of $500. This level of
commitment, some said, was not enough to make members comprehend that the

Cooperative was their own business. As one knowledgeable observed,"I'm not sure

if the growers ever realized that it was actually their cooperative. They looked at it
as just place to market tomatoes." While only one member discussed risk as a factor
affecting member loyalty, several members made similar observations as the
knowledgeable quoted above. One member said, "maybe they didn't feel obligated
enough to" stand by their contracts. And another had this to say:
I feel like any time a person has a tie somewhere else, it's easy to drift away...when
times get hard. A member needs to grow especially for the cooperative. He has to
realize that the co-op's as much his place as anybody else's.

Knowledgeables were sympathetic with members who had difficulty with the idea of

giving up all or a major portion of their established markets to support a cooperative.
They made the point, however, that if Waldens Ridge growers were sincere in their
desire to become a collective marketing force, they had to be willing to sacrifice.
One knowledgeable assessed the situation this way:
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You can understand it. They don't want to give up what they've got for this new thing

that's developing. But, again, [if] you're asking for this kind of public assistance to get
something going, some risk needs to be there.

One knowledgeable described the benefit of greater individual risk as "something
that'll make you get up at night...and try to figure out what I need to do to turn this
around," If the farmer's stake in the project were greater, one member said, "[he]
would probably be more solid behind it because he would have a financial bill to pay
off."

There were those who were of the opinion that had Cooperative members

been responsible for raising a larger amount of matching funds their level of
commitment to the Cooperative might have been greater.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH BOARD DEFICIENCIES

Knowledgeables were much more critical of the board of directors than were
the members in their assessment of problems that contributed to the Cooperative's
failure. The most commonly cited issue was the board's decision to purchase

elaborate equipment which greatly increased the Cooperative's level of debt during
the first year of operation. Eight of the ten knowledgeables interviewed emphasized
this matter, while only about a third (12) of the members cited this problem.

However, it is important to mention that half of these members had been intimately
involved in the Cooperative's establishment and operation. A few members and
knowledgeables expressed dissatisfaction with the location of the facility. This issue
was cited by only two members and two knowledgeables. A final issue related to the
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board's decisions making ability. This was the issue of dominating advisors raised by
two knowledgeables.
DEBT

Knowledgeables and several of the more informed members cited debt as one

of the primary factors which contributed to the Cooperative's failure. This debt was
incurred when the board of directors borrowed a large sum of money to purchase

state-of-the-art packing and sorting equipment.

This decision, said one

knowledgeable, "got them into considerable trouble." These individuals explained
that the tremendous overhead created by this decision drove the Cooperative out of
business when members failed to supply the pledged amount of produce.

The board's decision to buy the equipment was a drastic departure from the

Cooperative's business plan, and created an enormous amount of overhead before
the Cooperative opened for business. One knowledgeable described the situation as
follows;

When it opened up, you had a quarter of a million dollar piece of machinery sitting
there...All of a sudden they've got a huge machine in there that drives their overhead
to where they can't pack tomatoes without a high overhead.

Elaborating on the board's decision, this same individual commented, "I mean that

they put their own effort together once it [the Cooperative] was funded." To begin
operations, the Tennessee Valley Authority had promised to loan the Cooperative
packing equipment valued at about $150,000, at no cost. However, in a report
attached to the Cooperative's application for additional state assistance prior to the
second operating season, the TVA equipment had been declared "not useable.
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There was some disagreement between certain knowledgeables and members over

the ability of the TVA equipment to process the Cooperative's expected volume of
tomatoes. This seems to have been the issue which guided the board's decision to

seek other equipment. Nevertheless, all the members and knowledgeables who
discussed the issue said less expensive equipment could have handled the volume of
tomatoes produced by the members.

A few of the knowledgeables offered some insight into reasons which possibly

motivated the board to purchase such high priced equipment. One possibility is
rooted in a problem discussed earlier, that is, little financial risk of the members.
The ease at which State funds were made available may have encouraged the board

to over spend. As one knowledgeable put it, "I think because money was easy to
obtain on the front side, they just went over board." He said that this is a common

mistake made in the start up of many new enterprises where the leadership lacks

business experience. This observation supports the opinion of others who observed
that the board's decision limited the Cooperative's ability to expand. "I think the

board would see it now," another knowledgeable observed, "that they tried to have

a Cadillac when they should've gotten by with a Mazda." One member made the
same observation:

The co-op was broke when it started out... . You don't start out with a great, old, big
overhead. You start out with a small overhead and gradually build up...You build your
business.

Knowledgeables and members cited a variety of manager related problems which will
be discussed in the section on manager deficiencies. But the consensus among
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individuals who discussed the Cooperative's debt was that "they could have overcome

the management issues" had it not been for the equipment debt which drove up the
costs of operation. The bottom line was that from the day the Cooperative opened
its doors for business, it was operating in the red.
POOR LOCATION

Four individuals were critical of the location selected for the Cooperative's

packing facility. As one member put it, "They built it down there at the other end
of the world where it didn't need to be." These individuals said the packing facility

should have been located on state highway 30, the only primary road dissecting

Waldens Ridge. The actual site of the facility was several miles off the main road.

They pointed out that had a major highway location been selected, it would have
offered several benefits. A major highway would have provided easier access for
commercial trucks and would have provide a more central location for area farmers

to bring their produce. While property along the highway may have been more

expensive, some costly outlays may have been avoided. For example, to provide
water for the packing plant a well had to be dug. A highway location would have
provided direct access to public water services.
DOMINATING ADVISORS

Two individuals, both knowledgeables, criticized those agencies which were

in a position to offer advice to the Cooperative's board of directors. Because these
individuals were advisors, the comments are worth noting. One particular agency,
one of these knowledgeables said.
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"has a bad habit of becoming dominant in offering its services, and kind of takes away
all the management initiatives from the producers... . They tend to become so
dominant that they...exclude everybody else. That's sort of typical of their history.

In Other words, the representatives of this agency may have become so involved in

the Cooperative's operation, that the association's leadership may have ignored vital
information provided by other advising agencies. None of the other knowledgeables
made this observation. One, however, mentioned that his agency should have done

more to encourage the board's involvement in handling certain business issues
instead of handling these issues for them.
OTHER

Another criticism cited by knowledgeables related to the board's role in the

operation of the Waldens Ridge Vegetable Producers Cooperative was the problems
associated with the hired management. These management problems were also cited
by members and will be addressed in the next section of this study.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MANAGER DEFICIENCIES

Members were much more critical than were knowledgeables of the hired

managers in their assessment of problems which contributed to the Cooperatives'
failure. More than three-fourths(25)of the members cited management deficiencies.

Twenty-four members cited poor or inefficient use of labor, including culling or poor

grading, eight discussed favoritism. Seven members cited bookkeeping problems and
five said that management tended to dominate board decisions.
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Knowledgeables overlapped with members in their criticism of management
in several areas. Six knowledgeables cited poor bookkeeping practices. Three

knowledgeables cited problems with labor. Five knowledgeables were in agreement
that managers tended to dominated board decisions.
POOR LABOR USE

Culling and inefficient use of labor were common complaints and a sign of
poor management in the eyes of many Cooperative members. Members who

complained of culling, frequently associated the problem with stringent grading
practices. For example, a few members recounted times when they picked tomatoes
out of the Cooperative's cull bins which, when shown to the USDA inspector, were

given a number one grade. This problem was attributed to a poorly trained or
"greenhorn packing line." Members also perceived that there were often too many

personnel on the "clock" for the volume of produce being processed. Comments such
as, "You can't put two people on a one man job and make anything," or "They had
too much help for what they were doing" echoed the sentiments of many Cooperative
members.

FAVORITISM

Some members perceived that management favored certain farmers' produce
over others'. These members claimed that management violated the "first come first

serve" principle. This meant that some farmers' produce would sit for extended

periods of time and over ripen before being processed. As one farmer complained,
"then they'd go in the cull bin because they got too much color on them." A few
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members and knowledgeables, however, stressed that such allegations were

erroneous. Describing the mood among farmers, one knowledgeable said that
"during times of bad prices some were suspicious that others were getting preferential
treatment... . If you get those sort of feelings, whether they're real or not, talk gets
around and it works against the success of the operation.

Several individuals pointed out that this suspicious attitude was rooted in members'
dissatisfaction that certain individuals from the community had been hired into
leadership positions.
BOOKKEEPING

Inadequate record keeping was allegedly a problem at Waldens Ridge. One
member said that the board never understood what the Cooperative's financial status

was because managers were not providing weekly reports as required by policy. He
elaborated saying that the board,
never had...a financial statement of any kind...and the second year was no different.
The statement that we needed was never on time, and the one we received was always

old, never up to date or current. So [the board] never really knew where [it] stood the
whole time.

A few members and knowledgeables said that some records were even lost.

Elaborating on this point, one knowledgeable said there "was just a disregard for the
normal practices of doing business that show how you get things done." The
members who cited poor bookkeeping as a problem generally attributed it to "poor

management." Knowledgeables, however, went one step further and held the board
of directors equally responsible for failing to hold managers accountable.
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MANAGERIAL DOMINATION

Those individuals who said the managers tended to dominate board decisions

offered two primary examples to support their claims. The first pertained to the
Cooperative's level of debt attributed to the purchase of the aforementioned packing
equipment. Regarding this and other issues it was said that the board "acquiesced"
to the manager's wishes. The second example pertained to the Cooperative's
membership in the Federation. During the second season, the manager was said to

have had a strong disagreement with the Federation over certain marketing practices
and wanted the Cooperative to cancel its federation membership.

As one

knowledgeable put it, "he continually stirred up animosity toward the Federation."
In retrospect, however, several of these knowledgeables and members held the board
ultimately responsible for allowing these and similar situations to persist.

OTHER PROBLEMS CITED

Only one other vital problem was cited by a few members and knowledgeable
individuals. This was the problem of disease. This difficulty is considered vital only
because at the time of the Cooperative's closing, it was cited as a primary reason for

the Cooperative's failure. Only three members and four knowledgeables brought up
the issue of disease. Surprisingly, the number of members who said farmers' crops

drastically affected their ability to provide the Cooperative with produce was few.
That is, it appears that the role played by "late blight" in the Cooperative's failure,
as mentioned in the introduction to this study, may have been over estimated. One
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member mentioned that "the second year the quality of produce was low due to rain."
This member and the other individuals who discussed disease, however, tended to

downplay its significance in the Cooperative's failure. In this regard, they more

strongly emphasized the problems associated with member loyalty and debt.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Based on the perceptions of members and knowledgeables, this investigation
determined that many of the pitfalls commonly associated with cooperative failures

were prevalent in the operation of the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative.
Participants' perceptions of the cooperative's problems were highly consistent with
the common management mistakes cited by Deiter and Ginder that work against the
success of such organizations. These problems, mentioned earlier in this work, will
serve as the basis for reviewing and summarizing perceptions discussed by those

individuals who participated in this study. However, before relating the problems

cited by members and knowledgeables in this study, Deiter and Cinder's list of
common pitfalls will be reintroduced. Recommendations for future efforts to
revitalize the Waldens Ridge Producers Cooperative will be rooted in the

management triad's responsibilities cited earlier in the literature review.

CONCLUSIONS

A review of the participants' perceptions reveals that the members share much
of the responsibility for the failure of their Cooperative. These problems can be

directly related to those shortcomings associated with members which Deiter and
Ginder cited. In cooperative failures, members commonly fail to (a)select qualified
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board members;(b)patronize their cooperative fully; or (c)adequately support their
cooperative financially.

As in the case of the Cooperative members, the Waldens Ridge board of

directors are partially responsible for the Cooperative's failure. Many of the

problems discussed by those interviewed in this study can be associated with Deiter
and Cinder's board-related shortcomings. In cooperative failures, the boards of
directors often fail to (a) establish appropriate plans for their cooperative, especially

long-term investments and capital acquisition; (b) hire effective managers and

compensate them accordingly; (c) implement effective member-communication
programs;(d) hold managers accountable to them for their decisions; or (e) adopt
sound operational policies or guidelines for managers to abide by (e.g., they
overextend credit, make poor pricing or patronage refund decisions, or create a faulty
product mbc or marketing strategy).

The problems which participants associated with management deficiencies are
consistent with Deiter and Cinder's list of manager shortcomings. That is, that hired

managers failed to (a) keep the board and members adequately informed; (b)
properly manage the cooperatives' resources, including inventory, equipment,
buildings, and employees; or (d) rely on sound record-keeping and accounting
practices.

Cooperative Failure: The Members' Role

With respect to those individuals selected to serve on the board of directors,

the Cooperative members were not overly critical. However, knowledgeables and the
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more informed members who criticized the amount of debt incurred before the

Cooperative opened, indicates that members felt that those elected to the board may
have lacked the knowledge and experience necessary to serve in this capacity.
Members of the Waldens Ridge association failed to fully patronize their

Cooperative. As reflected in organization documents provided for this study, the
packing facility never received the projected volume of produce during either growing
season. The members themselves said the breaking of contracts was a common

practice among growers. They openly admitted that they and other members sold
produce in other marketing outlets perceived to have offered the better price, such
as the local commercial packing house or independent truckers. However,as pointed
out by numerous individuals, members' preference to market green tomatoes may
have undermined the Cooperative's ability to market quality produce and obtain a

better price for vine ripe tomatoes. This observation also adds credibility to the
observation that farmers' individualistic nature was partially to blame for members'

failure to participate. Further, if accurate, these perceptions tend to negate the
blame attributed to federation shortcomings in the Cooperative's failure.

Only one member raised the issue that inadequate financial support on the

part of members may have contributed to the Cooperative's collapse. Half of the
knowledgeables, however, discussed this problem in depth. These individuals related
the issue strongly to the lack of member participation. It can at least be concluded
that, in the minds of the professionals involved in the Cooperative's establishment
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and operation, minimal financial risk of the membership contributed to the
Cooperative's failure.

Cooperative Failure: The Board's Role

The Waldens Ridge board of directors was effective at acquiring capital to

fund the Cooperative. This ability, however, may have played a major role in the
Cooperatives' collapse. They were twice successful in gaining State grants, a total of
$400,000, to fund the project. While they failed to achieve their membership

projections, they were successful in borrowing a large sum of money to purchase
state-of-the-art packing and sorting equipment for their organization. This decision,

compounded by the lack of participation and low volume, was strongly associated
with the Cooperative's downfall by participants having more detailed knowledge of
the Cooperative's development and operation. That is, these issues indicate that the
board failed to establish adequate financial plans to insure a successful operation.
Another area of contention is that the Waldens Ridge board of directors

failed to hire effective managers. Afterall, their inability to properly maintain

adequate records and their inefficient use of labor were cited as problems in the
Waldens Ridge operation. But another problem, not directly cited by members or
knowledgeables, was prevalent at Waldens Ridge. In just two operating seasons, the
board hired four managers.

None of the participants cited this turnover in

management as a problem associated with the Cooperative's failure. The first

manager quit before the first season began. The second manager, a local farmer and
board member, was hired on short notice to replace the first. A third individual was
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hired and served between the two seasons. And a fourth manager served during the

the Cooperative's 1992 season. Exactly how much compensation these individuals
received for their work was not mentioned. But the organization's proposal puts the
figure at $45,000.

This study did not determine whether or not the board established any type
of member communications program. The confusion over the Cooperative's plan to

market only vine ripe tomatoes does, however, indicate a lack of communications
between the board and the Cooperative members.

It is strongly evident that the board failed to hold managers accountable for
their decisions. Knowledgeables and several members mentioned that inadequate

record keeping was a problem at the Waldens Ridge facility. Further, if labor was
used inefficiently at the facility, the board failed to ensure that this issue was
resolved.

With respect to the board's responsibility to adopt sound operational policies,

this investigation was inconclusive. In general, members and knowledgeables did not
raise this issue.

Cooperative Failure: The Managers'Role

Management's failure to rely on sound record-keeping practices was directly
observed by many of the most informed members and knowledgeables. This problem
was strongly related to the first shortcoming mentioned above by those who said that

the board rarely received current financial information from the managers. The only

problem mentioned with respect to the managers' ability to manage the Cooperative's
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resources was inefficient or poor use of labor. Nearly all of the members interviewed
discussed this issue.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Almost all of the members and knowledgeables expressed their support for

revitalizing a cooperative effort among Waldens Ridge and area farmers. If the
effort were to be revitalized, a number of recommendations can be made based on

the management triad's responsibilities discussed in this study's literature review.
Where applicable, those recommendations made by the participants in this study will
be mentioned.

■Members must become more involved in the Cooperative.

Because members are the foundation upon which a cooperative is

established, they have to participate in every phase of the establishment and
operation of the cooperative.

This means that the members must hold

themselves accountable for understanding the overall mission of their

organization. In the case of the Waldens Ridge Cooperative, members must
determine what varieties of produce they would prefer to market. This would
also assist in determining the type of cooperative operation that would best
serve their needs. For example, a few individuals suggested that since many

farmers already operate their own packing operations, the current Cooperative
site could be used as a marketing and distribution point. They must then seek
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out professional assistance to determine the feasibility and profitability of
potential marketing strategies.
IMembers must be dedicated to the organization.

Leading members should take the initiative to determine which farmers

are sincerely dedicated to the concept of cooperation. Through the help of
county agricultural extension agents, farmers could be formally surveyed to
determine their level of support. Those individuals with the strongest support

for the idea would be more likely to get involved in drafting the charter and

understanding their responsibilities as a member. They would also be more

likely to financially support the organization, honor their contracts, and work
to ensure that others are as committed as themselves.

■Members must elect a qualifled board of directors.

Several members and knowledgeables interviewed for this study

suggested that a diversified board of directors made up of farmers and
business professionals would be beneficial. In fact, one knowledgeable said
he had made this recommendation early in the Cooperative's development.

The idea behind this perspective is that those with experience in other

professions, for example a banker or economist, would enhance the board's
ability to make decisions regarding issues unfamiliar to some farmers. Even
if a temporary board is selected in the formative stages of organization, the

professional and personal qualities of elected board members must be taken
seriously. The bottom line is that by electing qualified individuals to lead the
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organization, the Cooperative's assets will be protected, effective policies will
be established, and constructive, long range plans will be developed. In other

words,the pitfalls normally associated with board deficiencies will be avoided.
IThe board must work patiently.

Before the Waldens Ridge Cooperative opened for business, the

association was deep in debt. This problem could possibly be avoided in the

future by practicing some patience. The board must take time to build the
business. Waldens Ridge had a tremendous amount of State financial

support, and they could have possibly constructed their building and waited
until the next season to open. Thus, they could have taken the time to find

less expensive packing equipment to keep their overhead down after the TVA
equipment was determined to be unusable. Patience includes taking the time
to appoint committees to work on special problems, such as enhancing
communications between members and management or educating farmers

about ways to reduce production costs through the increased understanding
of cooperative principles.
■The board must hire a qualified manager.

The board of directors can avoid all of the problems associated with

poor management by carefully selecting its manager. That individual must be
someone who fully understands management responsibilities as they relate

specifically to cooperatives. He must also fully support the specific goals and

policies of the cooperative for which he is applying for the job. By selecting
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such an individual, the Cooperative will be managed by one who fully
understands and is capable of carrying out his responsibilities with respect to

properly managing the Cooperative's resources and maintaining accurate
financial records.
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